IIF is intensively engaged in a number of research studies on different aspects of finance, investment, financial services, managerial accounting, taxation etc. to search empirically practical solutions to problems faced by Indian industry: private sector, public sector, bank, financial institutions and government. The results of such research studies are made available through publications and otherwise to the interested companies, executives, researchers and to the students of IIF with the sole objective of contribution and dissemination of knowledge.

IIF faculty is currently working on Black Money in India, Taxes now & then, Insurance Sector Reforms, Reliability of Chairman’s forecasts in Corporate reports and Capital Flight.

IIF undertakes research on behalf of sponsoring organisations - Government Departments, International Agencies such as International Labour Organisation, World Bank, United Nations, Asian Development Bank, Industry: private and public sector companies; banks and financial institutions etc. in the area of finance.

FINANCE INDIA: The Quarterly Journal of Finance

IIF is publishing its prestigious Quarterly Research Journal since December 1987. Each issue is of about 400 pages. It has on its editorial board some of the most prominent experts from around the world including NOBEL LAUREATES. Finance India is ranked at par with top international journals.

The primary aim of the journal is to promote research by disseminating the results of such research in finance, accounting and related areas. The journal is intended to provide scholars a major forum for interdisciplinary and intra-disciplinary study of various aspects of finance. The journal publishes

* Articles
* Research Papers
* Abstracts of Doctoral Dissertations,
* An extensive Bibliography,
* Book Reviews,
* Annotated Listing of Books,
* Contents of Current Periodicals,

The journal also publishes the (i) Announcements of forthcoming seminars and conferences of professional nature on Finance, Accounting, Management, Economics, Commerce etc. (ii) The positions available in industry, different institutes/universities and colleges & placements wanted. (iii) Recruitment of new faculty, promotions and retirements etc.

The journal is bestowed with an exalted board of editors including three Nobel Laureates.

http://www.financeindia.org